Losing Your Memory?  
It Could Be Your Medications!

If you have any sign of memory loss make sure you check out this important new announcement...

If I told you... that an over-the-counter drug or doctor-prescribed medication would increase your risk of dementia by 54%... would you take it?

If I told you that continuing to take it would skyrocket your risk of Alzheimer's by almost 80%... would you still do it?

Well that’s what’s happening to millions of people... without even knowing it, they’re damaging their brain with every pill they pop...

And I’m not just talking about prescription drugs...

This is about hundreds of the most-used pills that are probably in YOUR medicine cabinet right now, and you may have even taken in the last 24 hours, including the most popular over-the-counter medicines for sleep, colds and flu, allergies, and other common problems, that you buy from a drug store....

Harvard Medical School Health Publications distributed the largest study ever done on how your memory and brain are affected by the medications you take...

“Millions of adults are taking sleeping pills or prescription drugs year after year that may be impacting their organizational abilities and memory.”

— Dr. Noll Campbell, Pharm.D., study co-author and Regenstrief Institute brain investigator
Even medications you took decades ago could be THE reason you have premature memory loss today.

Researchers listed these memory-robbing drugs in a special report that you can download (free) at the end of this message. The list includes seemingly harmless over-the-counter medications found in virtually every household – medications that most of us have taken for years...

...As well as routinely prescribed medications for depression, high blood pressure, and other Rx's we all thought were safe...

Today research shows they are definitely not safe, and...

**The memory problems can start happening in as little as 60 days...**

All of the medications in this large class of drugs are now clinically proven to be a MAJOR cause of mild to severe memory impairment.

In fact, in as little as 60 days of taking these medications, you can have many symptoms that may seem “normal” or benign, but now we know they're not...

**Such as forgetting where you parked your car...**

**Going into another room and not remembering why you went there...**

**And one of the biggest signs that your memory is under attack is poor recall... where names or words are on the tip of your tongue but don’t surface...**

This IS memory deterioration, and it should not be ignored because these are often the first obvious signs of serious, life-altering memory loss...

However, the research doesn't tell you what to do about your memory decline NOW, before it turns into something more permanent.

**The Good News is...**

**The Damage CAN BE REVERSED**

Yes, there’s a way you can fix the damage done by these drugs – before it’s too late, and I’ll tell you how in a moment.

Make sure you READ THIS entire report, because when you have memory issues TIME is not your friend. Left unchecked or untreated, what might be a little memory loss and “slow brain” right now could
turn into a **MAJOR permanent** memory condition that literally erases your future...

And you should know this too: Any memory issues you may be experiencing **have nothing to do with age**...

One of the world’s leading experts on brain health is **Dr. Datis Kharrazian**, clinical professor at Loma Linda University School of Medicine and author of *“Why Isn't My Brain Working?”* As he explains it...

“The scary thing is that people don’t see the symptoms in themselves. When your brain degenerates, you don’t typically realize it. Most people think forgetting things is a normal part of getting older. But it’s *not* age. It’s *brain deterioration*.3”

Now if you saw this shocking study when it first hit in 2016, maybe you’ve been very worried since then, and you should be.

The scientists who led this landmark study are from the Regenstrief Institute, the Indiana University Center for Aging Research, and Wishard-Eskenazi Health Hospital. They collaborated with teams of neuro-specialists from around the world testing over 3,500 people just like you...

---

**60 days can really do a number on you...**

**The Drastic and Extreme Changes In Memory are Shocking**

Scientists who worked on this landmark study were shocked to discover the number of drastic and extremely quick changes in memory when you take any of the medications that belong to a very large class of drugs called anticholinergics.

What they found, and I’m quoting directly from their research, is this:

“The pathologic changes in the brain are similar to those observed with Alzheimer’s disease.5”

“Taking these medications for 3 years or more showed a **54% higher dementia risk**1…”

“With a **79.9% increased risk in developing Alzheimer’s disease**5…”

“Causing **acute impairment** in specific aspects of cognition (e.g., working memory, attention, and psychomotor speed)... in **single-dose** studies5.”

*With “cognitive impairment when taken continuously in as few as 60 days2.”*

Especially in **depleting the most IMPORTANT neurotransmitter** for memory.3

That’s what the study’s authors found.

It’s incredible. One dose can affect memory. 60 days can really do a number on you.
You can improve your brain health and stop memory loss!

The studies you just read above are grim... but the good news is that you **CAN REVERSE** this damage\(^5\).

But it is **CRITICAL** that you deal with your memory decline as *soon as possible* and ideally in its earliest stages, because **every month** that mild to moderate cognitive degeneration goes untreated can lead to **IRREVERSIBLE** loss of function down the road\(^4\).

Responsible public health officials are working to get this information to as many doctors and communities as quickly as possible, but the effort is slow due to the massive number of people affected.

Given the potentially enormous public health implications, this report will help you understand the possible memory risks you may be facing from medications you’ve taken.

In addition, by the end of this report you’ll also know about the **5 other major neurochemical imbalances** that cause your brain to deteriorate, so you can avoid these risks as well.

*All of them* cause memory loss and eventually, major cognitive disease...

And the last two cause loss of brain tissue the fastest, and affect most people...

In the next few minutes, you will be given the doctor-recommended steps based on the latest science to start reversing the damage *immediately*, regardless of where it actually came from.

We interviewed Dr. Jay Faber of the Amen Clinic who said, “We’re finding out that if you, early on, take the preventative steps to live a healthy lifestyle, we can cut Alzheimer’s disease by up to 50%.”

In fact, by taking the exact steps I'll share with you in a moment, it's possible to **improve your memory by almost 50% in just 3 weeks** – as shown by clinical studies.

So, if you feel like you’re already having ‘senior moments’ and you’re only 40...

And especially if you’re having these little conversations with yourself, like:

*Is my memory really THAT bad?*

*This scares me but I don’t know what to do about it…*

*There’s nothing I can do so I’ll just hope for the best…*

*Maybe I’ll get lucky and not keep losing my memory…*

All of these strategies are flat out playing Russian Roulette with your life!

**Now I’m sure you want to know…**
What are these medications?

Well, here’s something that may shock you…

The worst memory-impairing medications are virtually **EVERY sleep aid** out there, including popular, brand-name sleep medications taken by millions of people.

Also on the list are most **antihistamines** people take for the common cold, flu, allergies, or other breathing illnesses.

And some of the most prescribed **antidepressants**…

Plus the most common medications used for overactive bladder, Parkinson’s symptoms, cardiovascular disease, COPD, high blood pressure, and many other common health conditions.

In the simplest terms, these medications contain a chemical that blocks the action of the single most important neurotransmitter in your brain used **EXCLUSIVELY** for memory and learning.

All of these drugs have what’s called an **Anti-Cholinergic Burden (ACB)** that is classified as ACB 1, 2, or 3 scale – 3 being the **worst offenders**, like the partial list above…

I’ll explain how these drugs literally **“steal” your memory** in more detail in a moment…

And tell you the **ONE THING** you can do to eliminate most if not all of your memory problems and “slow brain” symptoms **in a matter of weeks**.

In fact, if you take just this one step, studies suggest you’ll improve your memory by almost **DOUBLE** what you can remember today **(in about 3 weeks)**.

First, let’s determine if **your** memory and the health of your brain have been affected…
If you answer YES to any of the following symptoms, these are **clear WARNING signs that something is very wrong!**

So please answer these questions honestly:

- Are you **forgetting things** more often?
- Do you have **memory lapses** in the middle of conversations where you stop or stall because you can’t remember what you were talking about?
- Do you have **slow recall**... where you hem and haw trying to think of a certain word or you can’t remember the name of someone you know?
- Do you wander through parking lots in **confusion** because you’ve completely forgotten where you parked your car?
- Does it feel like your brain is **slower** than it used to be?
- Is it **harder to calculate** things like restaurant bills, requiring you to double and triple-check your math?
- Do you **take longer to learn new things** than when you were in your 20’s and 30’s?
- Do you feel like you have “**brain fog**” or tire easily when you read, work at your computer, drive, or do other everyday activities?
- Do you feel like it’s harder to deal with your everyday life, and so you feel overwhelmed?
- Do you feel depressed or not as excited as you used to be about life?

If you answered **YES** to even one of the above symptoms, your memory is very likely impaired and it’s critical you start to reverse the damage **before it becomes permanent.**

Perhaps your doctor has already told you that your failing memory is normal, and happens to everyone as they get older...

Today scientists know that is simply not **TRUE**.

---

**It is NOT NORMAL** for you to have the symptoms you just read above!
People joke about “senior moments,” but you should **NOT** be having these kinds of memory issues…

Not when you’re 60…

Not when you’re 70…

Not even when you’re 80!

What people also don’t realize is that the brain has UNIQUE needs and requires a little **SPECIAL attention** to keep it healthy and functioning right…

**The steps to restoring and maximizing your brain’s health, which you’ll learn here today, can significantly improve your critical memory function in the following ways – as shown in clinical studies:**

- Improved memory/word recall by 47% 
  (nearly doubled in 3 weeks)

- Increased “Intelligence and Memory Quotient Score” from 52.9% to 78.9% 
  (in 3 weeks)

- Improved spatial organization (that is, your sense of direction) by 62% 
  (in 3 weeks)

- Restored normal transmitter function required for memory 
  (in 3 weeks)

- **Completely recovered** neurotransmitter functioning 
  (within a few months)

When you restore your brain’s functioning to these OPTIMAL levels, your brain can stay healthy and your memory sharp as a tack for the rest of your life.

Avoiding memory loss and brain deterioration is actually quite **EASY**…

**You simply need to take care of your brain and understand what it needs to stay healthy!**
And yet studies show that the brain is the *least* cared for organ!

That’s mostly due to the fact that people are not aware that they can or should be doing something about their brain health and *memory preservation*...

Until it’s deteriorated to the point of *permanent* devastating loss of cognitive function, and any future has been VOIDED.

If you think about it…you take care of your *physical* body by eating healthy, taking certain supplements, and exercising, right?

But what have you done for your *brain* lately?

I’m not trying to make you feel bad or worry you. However, the sooner you find out the extent of your memory problems and reverse the damage, the better…

Because the more you do *NOW* to restore your memory and your brain’s health, the higher your chances of *never* having to suffer memory problems or major cognitive diseases in your future…

And the more you can do to maximize your brain to be *sharper, clearer, and faster.*

With how far brain science has come, we now know how to get your brain functioning much like it was when you were in your 20’s or 30’s. If you want great memory, you MUST keep your brain healthy. Period.

How do you DO THIS?

**The 1st step is to find out how much your memory has declined…**

The Gold Standard “*Delayed Word Recall*” Memory Test is the best way to determine memory loss.

This is the *exact* same test doctors and neurologists give their memory patients to track memory decline and improvement.

Even though this test is super easy and takes only 15 minutes, it will help you determine if you have memory problems right now, and rate the severity of your decline.

*It also predicts future memory decline 10 years from now.*

When you TAKE THIS TEST, your scores will predict if you’re in danger of mild cognitive impairment with
Now I don’t want you to be afraid to take this test because if you do get a low score, I PROMISE you that more often than not, it does not mean you’re headed for a life condemned to dementia or Alzheimer’s disease...

Because, in most cases, there’s a great deal you can do to improve your brain health and get your memory back!

Taking the test, and learning what you can do NOW to raise your test scores, can save most people from serious memory and brain degeneration now and in their future.

I want to make your path to great brain health as EASY as it gets so you experience the sharpest memory possible, so at the end of this page you’ll have the chance to get this test and take it at home.

It’s recommended that you take the test as soon as possible, TODAY if you can...

Then, follow the steps you’ll learn below to create PRISTINE brain health and restore your memory in as little as 3 weeks.

After 30 days, take the test again and see how much you’ve improved.

Before I give you this test, I’d like to share a story because I want you to know just how bad this can get...

This is a close friend of mine – let’s call him Jack since this is a TRUE story and I want to protect his privacy...

It all started when Jack’s wife noticed that his memory didn’t seem normal for his age

At 65 he was forgetting why he went to certain places, and not remembering things he’d been told just hours before.

He was having trouble keeping up with conversations, and constantly stalling to think of the right words.

So they went to see a doctor.

After a lot of testing Jack was given a terminal diagnosis of frontotemporal dementia, also known as FTD. It’s a particular kind of dementia that affects speech, judgment, and behavioral centers in the frontal lobe of the brain.

The doctor told Jack he’d only have a couple years before his mental capacities would be gone and recommended he and his wife get their affairs in order.

He was sent home with no solution and told to come back in 6 months to see if his condition progressed.

The news plunged the entire family into grief, and as you can imagine, tremendous worry and despair.
He was constantly dealing with fear and uncertainty and always wondering…

Is there really nothing I can do?

After 6 months he went back to his neurologist and – surprisingly – the tests showed no real change, but he still had major memory impairment…

When the doctor saw that Jack’s “condition” hadn’t progressed, he said perhaps his memory problems were caused from a concussion from when he used to play football.

Jack left the appointment again with no solution, and for the next year and a half suffered with the same symptoms – and all the while feeling frustrated because it seemed like the diagnosis was inconclusive.

So what gives?

 Turns out my friend Jack was among the 1 in 5 people who are misdiagnosed with dementia and then fear the worst for years…

But it was a coincidence when one day, many months later, Jack made an appointment for a regular health check-up with a new family doctor...

As he reviewed Jack’s medical history, this new doctor took an inventory of all prescription and over-the-counter medications he’d taken over his lifetime. As Jack went down the list of medications he’d taken…

The doctor immediately identified 3 or 4 medications that were without a doubt causing his memory loss and cognitive impairment…

The biggest offender was one of the most popular over-the-counter sleep aids on the market that he’d been taking for insomnia for the past 15 years, like millions of other men and women do!

He was also taking a common blood pressure medication…

Though it was a RELIEF to know what was causing his memory problems, he was frustrated and angry that his whole family was worried sick all these years from not knowing…

Only later to discover – as you’re about to learn – that there IS something you can do about memory decline and brain degeneration, and it takes just seconds a day!

My friend learned the hard way that you MUST be your own healthcare advocate, and search for other alternatives.

Thankfully, that is much easier because science has progressed far beyond our expectations…

You now have so many alternatives that have been clinically tested and proven effective in balancing your brain’s chemical environment…

If you follow the brain health suggestions I’m going to give you in the next few minutes, I think you’ll be truly delighted!
Your brain will be far healthier... for not only a reversal of memory loss, but MAXIMUM cognitive function like you had when you were much younger!

By the way, it’s time I introduced myself.
I’m Lee Euler...

I’ve been a leader in the health and wellness field for over 30 years.

I published the first book on alternative approaches to treating Alzheimer’s disease in 2012. This book is called *Awakening from Alzheimer’s* and is still groundbreaking work today...

In fact it was just recently produced into a documentary video series featuring 14 of the world’s foremost authorities in the prevention and reversal of Alzheimer’s... top Ivy League doctors and neurologists my team and I worked with for over 2 years.

Together we continue to blaze the trail for viable alternatives that reverse and protect against cognitive decline and memory loss.

My own mother died of complications from dementia.

It saddens me that if I knew back then what I know now... which I’m about to share with you... she would probably have lived many more years. She was on a lot of prescription drugs, but we didn’t know they could cause memory loss.

Though it’s too late for my mother, today I realize that you and I do not have to fall victim to the enormous knowledge gaps in our medical industry.

It's not that doctors don't mean well... it's just that in today's bloated medical bureaucracy, most doctors are too busy to research other viable alternatives. They listen to pharmaceutical reps and rely heavily on writing drug prescriptions.

Since I’m a publisher of cutting-edge alternative health care, I KNOW there are many more ways to keep your brain healthy than the ones we're told about in a doctor’s office.

The reality is that we're still learning so much about the brain and what can be done to keep it in tip-top shape. Science has revealed multiple ways to naturally and EASILY protect against most brain degeneration and memory decline.

Now get your pen and paper ready to take notes, because what I'm about to share with you is of vital importance to anyone who has a brain, and regardless of whether you currently have memory problems or not.

Remember, by far the worst memory stealers are the medications I talked about earlier that were listed by researchers...

ALL of the medications on this list (OTC
and prescribed) have what’s called an “anticholinergic” blocking effect...

Are you taking medications that BLOCK the neurotransmitter exclusively responsible for your ability to learn things and remember things? (Most people are and don’t realize it)

When you take medications that block acetylcholine levels in your brain, you are blocking the source of what makes you able to remember things.

You are literally unplugging the “spark plug” that ignites your memory!

No wonder it feels like your memory is slowly being squeezed (slow brain) and eventually shut down (memory loss).

This is SERIOUS stuff. According to Dr. Kharrazian in his book, “Why Isn’t My Brain Working”...

“Early signs of acetylcholine impairment are the earliest presentations of Alzheimer’s disease and dementia…”

“These symptoms should not be overlooked, especially if they get worse…”

“This is because acetylcholine is the most IMPORTANT neurotransmitter for conversion of short-term memory to long-term memory.”

So now what?

Can you reverse this memory loss and protect your precious acetylcholine levels from now on?

YES! Thankfully you can...

The FASTEST way science has found to safely and naturally restore your acetylcholine is by taking Brain Factor 7 (BF-7)…
What is BF-7?

It’s SILK...

A powerful memory-restoring substance found in silkworms...

BF-7 is processed from the cocoons of the *Bombyx Mori* silk moth’s fiber and turned into a protein that has **AMAZING effects on memory**...

In a landmark, double-blind, placebo-controlled study, memory researchers looked at 98 people aged 19 to 64 complaining of forgetfulness.

For three weeks, half of these people took 200 mg of the silk fibroin extract called Brain-Factor 7 every day while the other half took a placebo.

The results were **EXTRAORDINARY**:

**BF-7 nearly **DOUBLED **everyone’s** Delayed Word Recall scores (aka Memory Recall)**...

The change was significant and QUICK. Those who took BF-7 had a **47% improvement in memory IN JUST 3 WEEKS** – **regardless of age**!

Scientists found that BF-7, and I quote, “Induces spins on neurite, by which neurons connect with other neurons more, which results in reinforcement of the neural network.”

“**Helps to up-keep the concentration of acetylcholine.**”

Aids in keeping homeostasis in neurotransmitters like acetylcholine.

Improves spatial organization (your sense of direction) and memory by 35% in 3 weeks at 200 mg...

And when people took **double** the dose, their memory improved by double... from a 35% to a 62% improvement when taking 400 mg (the recommended BF-7 dose)...

In 3 weeks the acetylcholine neurotransmitter was **restored back to normal** levels in the people in this study. And in almost no time, their acetylcholine levels were **completely recovered**.

And because supporting acetylcholine **continues to improve** the function of this **CRITICAL** neurotransmitter...

You can expect your memory to get better… and better… and better.

People who took Brain Factor 7 also **raised their IQ and concentration test scores by 33%**.

And over the long run they continued to experience:
BETTER performance in verbal memory and speed (recall the right words, faster)...

FASTER registration of new information (learn new things easier)...

LONGER attention span and task accuracy (more focus for better results)...

Now, does this mean BF-7 is a “cure” for full-blown Alzheimer’s?

We can’t be sure. That hasn’t been tested yet.

What it does show is that healthy people – or people with just mild memory loss – can gain amazing improvements from this natural substance.

As for the placebo group? They experienced no real memory improvement at all...

The people in this group still had trouble remembering words, facts and figures that they’d heard just a short while ago.

Once you get your acetylcholine levels up to full firing speed, you’ll want to **KEEP** these memory “spark plugs” going strong!

This is where a second EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE natural wonder comes in:

**SAGE**...

You see, while BF-7 builds up your acetylcholine levels...

Sage keeps this neurotransmitter *from breaking down*.

And remember: as you age, you naturally start losing acetylcholine, so it’s important to protect this memory transmitter.

Now the sage I’m talking about isn’t the regular spice in your kitchen cabinet. The sage that is powerful enough to literally make your brain **YOUNGER** is **POTENT SAGE EXTRACT**...

Researchers at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine’s Brain Science Institute found that **Potent Sage Extract** worked in **one hour** to improve **DELAYED WORD RECALL**...

In fact, the benefits of Potent Sage Extract were so significant that the lead researcher, Dr. Andrew Scholey, said it reverses **70% of memory loss** in healthy older people due to aging.

Neuroscientists say it’s like **making your memory 50 years YOUNGER**, and reported that:
The benefits seen in the present study thus reflect a **SUBSTANTIAL REVERSAL** of the deterioration which typically occurs over approximately five decades (50 years) of normal aging.

How is this possible?

Because Potent Sage Extract **reduces the breakdown of acetylcholine by 53.52%!**

By turbo-boosting acetylcholine, it turned normal, healthy, aging people whose memories were beginning to slip into **memory superstars!**

So, if you take away anything from this presentation today I hope it is THIS:

If you just did just **ONE THING**...

Which is to **SUPERCHARGE** your precious **ACETYLCHOLINE** neurotransmitter...

**That may be all you need to ELIMINATE** most if not all of your memory problems and “slow brain” symptoms... *even as you age!*

According to Dr. Kharrazian, “You can also support your acetylcholine function simply because you want to **OPTIMIZE** your memory.”

...just to be the fastest, smartest thinker possible!

**No other supplement compares**

To my knowledge, the ONLY supplement on the market that can **COMPLETELY RESTORE and maximize your acetylcholine levels** so your memory works at peak speed again is:
Advanced Brain Power by Green Valley Natural Solutions

Green Valley’s product development team spends years researching and sourcing formulations and ingredients to guarantee a better product, no matter how long it takes.

Advanced Brain Power is actually a “Nootropic”... a special class of supplement specifically targeted to boost memory and learning function in the brain... sometimes called a "Smart Drug"—although this particular nootropic happens to be all-natural.

So if you already know your brain NEEDS THIS...

Be sure to take advantage of this SPECIAL RISK-FREE TRIAL from this page only, just for reading this report.

In fact... EVEN IF you have to continue taking an anticholinergic medication for any reason, you can reduce the negative effects these medications have on your memory by taking Advanced Brain Power on a regular basis, because the ingredients counter the damage.

You’ll get not one, but TWO BOTTLES of Advanced Brain Power to see the results for yourself absolutely risk-free.

Plus you’ll get the free download of the gold standard Delayed Word Recall Test used by doctors to determine if and to what degree your memory is impaired – and even predict what will happen to your memory 10 years from now...

When you TAKE THIS TEST at home for free, research indicates your scores will predict mild cognitive impairment with 96% accuracy...

This alone is worth taking advantage of this free trial!

Click HERE to get TWO RISK-FREE BOTTLES of Advanced Brain Power...

You pay nothing today except shipping & handling... 

As a FREE GIFT, you'll also receive the complimentary Delayed Word Recall Test...

Plus you receive a second FREE GIFT...
The complete list of memory-depleting medications I promised you at the beginning of this video available immediately as an instant download...

These are 2 gifts I’m happy to empower you with because I’m 100% SURE that what you’ve learned here today...

Along with a daily dose of Advanced Brain Power...

Will give you a healthier brain and a clearer, faster, sharper, memory in as little as 3 weeks!

In a moment, I’ll tell you more about this supplement and explain why your brain actually NEEDS ALL 7 brain-restoration ingredients that Advanced Brain Power contains...

And that’s because – remember – I told you that...

**Besides damage from medications, there are 5 other major neurochemical imbalances that make your brain unhealthy and impair your memory...**

They are:

- **INFLAMMATION** in your brain, also called *neuroinflammation*
- Lack of **FUEL** to your brain
- **IRON TOXICITY** in your brain tissue
- Low **OXYGEN** levels
- Poor **CIRCULATION**

**Inflammation:**

An **inflamed** brain is an unhealthy brain... Period.

There is no way your brain can function correctly *unless* you reduce your brain’s inflammation.
When your brain is inflamed, your neurons fire more slowly and your mind's processing speed goes down, which then causes brain fog, slower recall, and slower mental reflexes.

Inflammation shuts down energy production in the cells and your brain endurance plummets, so you will tire more easily when using your brain for reading, driving, and other everyday activities.

And it gets worse: If you let this inflammation go on for too long, it can cause neuron death and lead to major neurodegenerative disorders.

Now, everyone, including YOU, has some degree of inflammation in the brain. The KEY is to reduce this inflammation as much as possible, and I’ll tell you the BEST way to do that in a moment...

First, what causes your brain to become inflamed and why is neuroinflammation showing up in epidemic numbers?

It mostly comes down to these little guys:

Your microglia brain cells.

Microglia are key cells in overall brain maintenance. They are your brain’s “clean-up crew,” constantly removing debris such as dead or damaged brain cells, infectious agents, and sticky protein deposits called beta amyloid plaques.

Since these processes must be efficient to prevent potentially fatal damage, microglia are extremely sensitive to even small pathological changes...

Especially neuroinflammation – because it stops them from being able to effectively remove plaques.

When this happens these plaques will grow into larger tangles in your brain, which then blocks nutrition to brain cells and literally strangles them – and eventually starves these brain cells to death.

Ongoing neuroinflammation causes entire regions of the brain to die – with devastating, irreversible effects on memory and cognition.

Why do so many people end up with inflamed microglia brain cells?

Take a look at these common causes and you’ll understand (check off all that apply because there’s at least 2 that affect YOU on this list):

- Air pollution and environmental toxins...
- A high-carb/high-sugar diet...
- Poor blood circulation...
- Lack of exercise, high cholesterol, diabetes, smoking...
For many of us, the gluten in wheat products...
Not enough antioxidants/flavonoids from fruits and vegetables...
Alcohol and drug consumption...
ANY mental health issue, including chronic stress, anxiety, and depression...
And aging... because older brains have a harder time fending off inflammation.

So now what?

What can YOU do to lower inflammation in your brain and restore lost cognitive function?

Along with eating an anti-inflammatory diet, you can SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE inflammation by combining the strength of 3 very powerful flavonoids:

Luteolin

Baicalin

And

Resveratrol

These flavonoids are naturally occurring compounds in certain foods and plants with antioxidant effects that not only lower inflammation, they terminate and prevent free radicals from causing oxidation that damages your brain cell membranes.

Dr. Kharrazian recommends that everyone supplement their diet with flavonoids because, as he puts it…

“These flavonoids have powerful anti-inflammatory effects in the brain that can be profound for those suffering from brain fog. One might also want to use these flavonoids preventively, considering the many inflammation-causing stressors we endure these days.”

The first of these 3 powerful antioxidants is Luteolin, found in celery and green peppers.

Researchers showed that Luteolin turns OFF as much as 90% of the inflammation caused by over-activated microglial cells. This reduction in inflammation allows more energy and nutrition to flow into brain cells so you have more mental stamina for faster thinking, sharper focus and longer concentration.

Now here’s the KEY to even better cognitive capacity…

When you add a second super-power flavonoid called BAICALIN, studies show that microglial inflammation in the brain is reduced in just 14 days.

Baicalin is an herb in the mint family that protects neurons from decreased blood flow to the brain,
and more importantly, helps to dissolve beta amyloid plaques – both of which can cause severe memory loss and serious cognitive impairment.

And for **TRIPLE POWER** anti-inflammatory effect…

You combine and take Luteolin, Baicalin and **Resveratrol** together…

Resveratrol is a super flavonoid found in red wine and grape skins, chocolate, and other dark-colored foods, but it’s impossible to eat enough to get any real benefit. The nutrient needs to be extracted into high concentrations and taken daily as a supplement.

Resveratrol protects brain cells so well against inflammation, the *Journal of Neuroinflammation* published a report on its extraordinary “therapeutic potential” to:

- Suppress brain inflammation
- Improve brain blood flow
- Prevent plaque buildup that leads to Alzheimer’s
- And even improve learning and memory

I have so much confidence in this amazing brain formula, I want to give you the chance to try it now and pay nothing today. You pay ONLY after you’ve tried it and seen what it will do for you.

By now you’re starting to see how much you can do for your brain’s health and memory. However, the next neurochemical imbalance that robs you of exceptional brain health and the sharpest memory is...

**Lack of FUEL to your brain**

Your brain’s main source of fuel is GLUCOSE (also called blood sugar) and it needs a lot of it!

In fact, your brain requires 30% of your body’s glucose supply, even though your brain is only about 2% of your body...

Brains burn a lot of energy. . .

So, if you’ve become more forgetful, chances are your brain cells aren’t getting enough glucose. Signs of low glucose are not being able to think clearly… focus and concentrate… or stay alert…

What stops your brain from getting the fuel it needs? One of the biggest problems is INSULIN. Insulin is a hormone that enables your brain cells to use glucose.

Insulin acts like a “key” that unlocks and opens your brain cells so blood sugar can get in.

But when there’s **too much sugar** in your bloodstream…because perhaps you ate too many sweets, sodas, junky snacks, and refined carbs…then your brain cells can become resistant to insulin’s actions.

If your brain cells can’t get the fuel they need to function, then carrying out even the simplest mental
activity becomes a struggle.

Dr. David Katz, M.D. of Yale University Prevention Research Center says that insulin resistance causes a “Type III diabetes,” which can then cause memory loss. Here’s what he says in his own words. . .

“Essentially what we’re seeing at the level of the entire population is a massive prevalence of insulin resistance, called pre-diabetes. However the overlap between Alzheimer’s and Type II diabetes and the argument that Alzheimer’s disease is in fact Type III diabetes suggests that it’s overwhelmingly preventable.”

– Dr. David Katz, M.D., Yale University

So you see, this insulin blood sugar imbalance can wreak havoc on your brain’s health and your memory unless you get it under control.

To do that, you can take a combination of CHROMIUM (also known as Vitamin H)…

BIOTIN, which is Vitamin B7...

And the super flavonoid called RESVERATROL…

People who take the EXACT clinical dose of this SUPER TRIO experience synergistic effects that increase cell sensitivity to glucose and regulating blood sugar…

Which helps make sure insulin imbalances don’t get in the way of your brain getting the glucose it needs to fuel your memory and overall brain function. In fact, chromium lowers your brain cells’ sensitivity to insulin so well, it can even reverse insulin resistance conditions.

Finally, the simple addition of Biotin (Vitamin B7) improves metabolism of carbohydrates and fats, which in turn helps get fuel to your brain.

With the insulin issue under control, we can move onto another little-known cause of major neurochemical imbalance and memory decline, and that is:

**Excessive IRON in your brain tissue**

Most people don’t realize that iron builds up in their body over the years because it’s in the air, water, soil, and many foods you consume…

We all need some iron, but not too much…

A groundbreaking UCLA study published in 2011 linked excess iron accumulation in brain tissue to major cognitive decline and neurodegenerative brain disorders like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.\(^{12,13}\)

Problem is… most doctors don’t properly test for iron toxicity, if at all…

And people don’t realize their brain is under attack by this overlooked cause of tissue deterioration.

There are several ways you can limit the damaging effects of excessive iron in your body. One is to limit the amount of red meat you eat because it’s one of the highest sources of iron and you can control it.
Another is to take a supplement that contains the most powerful antioxidants on the planet, like the ones I just told you about.

And finally, the last two major neurochemical imbalances that hurt your brain and make you vulnerable to memory loss...

I saved these for last because they are the ones that degenerate your brain the QUICKEST and also the ones most people are susceptible to...

You might actually be feeling the effects of these “brain drainers” at work in cutting off your mind’s main sources of energy. They are:

Low levels of **oxygen** and **blood circulation**...

If you feel like your hands, feet, and nose are cold at times. if it’s hard for you to focus and concentrate, and especially if even a little mental effort makes you tired...

Then your brain may not be getting enough oxygen and blood, the most vital nutrients it needs for **survival**.

Your brain is the heaviest organ in your body and the most oxygen-demanding.

It’s simply a FACT that the more oxygen your brain gets, the **HEALTHIER** your brain will be! However, you’d be surprised how many people’s brains are not getting enough oxygen because of poor circulation, inflammation, and lack of exercise.

“*If you don’t have good blood flow, you don’t get energy – glucose and oxygen – to the cells and so they don’t work as well. You’re starving the brain, so the brain gets stressed, and with that stress, inflammation develops.*”

— Dr. Jay Faber, M.D. The Amen Clinic

When a neuron is starved and inflamed, it can’t make enough energy to think, focus and remember.

Everyone talks about high blood pressure being such a big deal, but it’s the **constant low blood flow to the brain that is often a marker for whether or not someone will develop Alzheimer’s**.¹¹

What causes poor circulation and oxygen levels in the brain?

The biggest cause is stress and shallow breathing, lack of exercise, and low blood pressure.³ As these issues continue to starve your brain of oxygen, blood and glucose, your ability to think quickly and clearly diminishes with every passing day.

The longer your brain’s environment remains unbalanced, the larger your risk of developing major cognitive diseases.

So you see, these chemical imbalances are nothing to mess around with…
But most people don’t do anything to take care of their brain simply because they don’t know all this is happening or what to DO about it. The GOOD NEWS is that Brain Factor 7, the same protein that replenishes your acetylcholine levels so your memory transmitter functions at peak speed…

Also improves **blood flow and oxygen levels** by **more than a third – 35%, to be exact!**

In fact…

Together, the 7 ingredients in Advanced Brain Power can restore complete balance to your brain’s environment *in just three weeks*…

To reverse the damage from ALL neurochemical imbalances that cause your brain and memory to deteriorate:

- **ANTICHOLINERGIC medications**
- **INFLAMMATION**
- **Lack of FUEL**
- **Toxic levels of IRON**
- **Low OXYGEN**
- **Poor CIRCULATION**

You simply take care of your brain by taking **Advanced Brain Power.**

To my knowledge Advanced Brain Power is the ONLY formula on the market that addresses all the causes of brain deterioration I’ve described and sets you up to enjoy **TOTAL brain health**…

And **RESTORES** your memory and thinking abilities!

**It’s like high-performance fitness for your brain…**

How will you know such an easy twice-a-day supplement is working for you to make **YOU** a clearer, faster, smarter thinker?

First and foremost, remember that you can experience noticeable results when you **fix just ONE thing:**

And that is to **restore the lost acetylcholine** that fires your most important memory transmitter, which age and certain medications deplete with time.

Remember, the people who took part in the studies saw a 50% improvement in their memory in only 3 weeks.

**Advanced Brain Power may be your best shot at ELIMINATING most if not all of your memory problems**
and “slow brain” symptoms... even as you age!

What would that kind of improvement mean for you?

Why, it would be amazing, wouldn’t it? I mean, you’d be able to remember everything!

So you see, each day you take Advanced Brain Power, you are protecting your brain against damage from medications, neuroinflammation, lack of fuel, and blocked oxygen and blood flow (especially in people who don’t regularly exercise)...

Once your brain is no longer starving for nutrients...

And no longer stymied by inflammation...

Your brain and memory will return to normal, healthy function, and you will have SIGNIFICANTLY lowered your risk of ever losing your thinking abilities...

So stop having “Senior Moments,” because it’s not funny when you feel like your memory is slipping...

And now you know how much worse it can get if you don’t do something as soon as possible!

Get Advanced Brain Power NOW and ensure your brain’s health over the long run...

This is a “Smart Drug” that will make you a Memory Superstar!

All 7 Super Brain-Boosters I just covered have been combined together so people like you could have one powerful, very effective brain supplement...

Advanced Brain Power contains the exact clinically proven dosages and ingredients that activate all 5 mechanisms of memory improvement.

The exact dose and same premium, branded BF-7 extract from the Bombyx Mori silk moth, the same source of silk used by scientific researchers in the exact clinical dosages...

And the very same super concentrated 10:1 extract of Potent Sage that produced the highest memory scores in clinical studies.

It’s all you need for TOTAL brain health, memory restoration and protection from now on...

The sooner you start, the sooner you’ll feel the sharper, smarter, faster memory return. REBOOTING the young memory you had in your 20’s and 30’s is as easy as it gets.

Just take one 200 mg all-natural capsule in the morning, and one at night.

And remember, for most people it only takes 3 weeks to notice a big difference when you take Advanced Brain Power, especially as you build up your acetylcholine transmitter “firing squad” in your brain with BF-7...
And prevent the breakdown of your precious acetylcholine levels with Potent Sage Extract, which – as clinical tests show – can start working within ONE HOUR…

You can literally start noticing a difference on Day 1.

Advanced Brain Power is all-natural and totally 100% safe. Some supplements have toxic ingredients that are disguised by strange names, but there are no known side effects to Advanced Brain Power!

No adverse toxic reactions…

It’s made purely of vegan/vegetarian ingredients with no added colors, or anything unnatural…

It does not interact with anything you might be taking now…

It does not upset your stomach like a lot of supplements do…

And it has a 2-year expiration date…

Advanced Brain Power literally does it all when it comes to restoring and protecting your brain for life. It doesn’t matter how old you are, or how bad your memory is right now…

I GUARANTEE that Advanced Brain Power will make a NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE in your ability to remember more, or you don’t pay a thing. In fact, you don’t have to pay for 30 days, so you will KNOW Advanced Brain Power is working for you BEFORE your card is charged.

You will see the proof that you can think smarter and faster and learn new things in less time and with less effort.

The few people who do know how to use “neuro-optimization” to their advantage are sharper, faster, and smarter at work and in social circles, but millions of people simply don’t know, and they continue to suffer unnecessarily with annoying memory lapses that seem harmless for now, but WILL GET WORSE, as studies show.

I’m excited that YOU have the opportunity to change your everyday life by restoring your memory to work like it did when you were decades younger.

And in fact I’m so sure that Advanced Brain Power will have you remembering up to 50% better in 3 weeks or less...

Here’s your special near-zero cost, “no strings attached” offer just for being here today...
Because I guarantee that Advanced Brain Power will sharpen your memory and wipe away brain fog, I’m going to give you two bottles so you can TRY IT risk-free.

Plus you’ll get the Delayed Word Recall Test...

And as an added BONUS, you’ll also get the complete list of anticholinergic medications instantly and at no cost...

That way you’ll know for sure which over-the-counter AND prescription medications cause memory loss so you can avoid taking them...

All you have to pay today is $9.95 shipping and handling and I’ll send you a 60-day supply of Advanced Brain Power and all the free bonuses immediately.

That’s two bottles of Advanced Brain Power – a $79.90 value – with only $9.95 due today.

And you get my 100% Personal Guarantee...

If you don't feel a difference in your thinking and memory...

If you don't notice you’re thinking faster on your feet whether you’re recalling a name or engaged in lively conversation over dinner...

If you don’t see an improvement in your memory and mental focus by day 30, just call or email us – and you will never be charged another cent. You will only be charged if you decide to keep your two bottles in 30 days. And even after 30 days you can always get a full refund for any unused bottles you return.

This is my personal 100% iron-clad guarantee, so you can't possibly lose.

You can take Advanced Brain Power for the rest of your life...

As long as you wish to protect your brain and memory function, even if you’ve never taken supplements or any pills for that matter...

Even if you’ve taken supplements for years and NEVER felt any difference...
Even if you just hate taking pills period...

I PROMISE YOU THIS:

You will WANT to take this one because when you feel what it does for you... you will truly understand what a HUGE DIFFERENCE having a great memory and healthy brain makes in your everyday life!

Get in on this offer today, only available from this presentation.

Yours for a sharp, healthy brain,

Lee Euler
President of Green Valley Natural Solutions
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